
INTERLUDE, PEDAGOGIC 

She resembles a recurrent 

Scene from my childhood. 

A scene called Mother Has Fainted. 

Mother's body 

Was larger, now it no longer moved; 

Breathed, somehow, as if it no longer breathed. 

Her face no longer smiled at us 

Or frowned at us. Did anything to us. 

Her face was queerly flushed 

Or else queerly pale; I am no longer certain. 

That it was queer I am certain. 

- RANDALL JARRELL, "Hope" 
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The most dramatic thing that happened to me in the summer of 1991 was 

when I passed out for television. The TV cameras from the local news shows 

were there because we were having a demonstration, organized by an Ad 

Hoc Coalition of Black Lesbians and Gays, with participation from ACT UP

Triangle, against the University of North Carolina's local PBS station, which 

was refusing to air Marlon Riggs's Tongues Untied, the first film on the al

most genocidally underrepresented topic of black gay men in the United 

States. It was a muggy southern summer afternoon by the side ofa highway 

in Research Triangle Park. I had thought I was feeling strong enough for 

what looked to be a sedate demonstration (no civil disobedience), in spite 

of several months of chemotherapy that had pretty much decimated my 

blood cells. 

But I guess I'd forgotten or repressed how arduous a thing it is any time 

a group of people try to project voices and bodies into a space of public 

protest that has continually to be reinvented from scratch, even though (or 

because) the protest function is so routinized and banalized by the state and 

media institutions that enable it. You know what local news shows look 

like, how natural it seems that there should be, now and then, those shots 

of grim, dispirited people waving signs and moving their mouths, I mean 

moving our mouths, I mean yelling. 

Yet the routinization of that tableau doesn't mean a lack of danger to 

the people occupying it. Arriving, I flashed onto a very different scene from 

New England a few winters earlier, when Amherst College, so pliant and 

responsive in matters curricular, stony and ruthless in matters managerial, 

had set out to do some (successful) union busting at the quaint LordJeffery 

Amherst Inn. On a ravishing Dickinsonian winter afternoon the concerned 

faculty - maybe five ofus - and students gathered on the town green, hold

ing signs, to silently "witness" the civil disobedience of a dozen union em

ployees who were going to block traffic in front of the Inn and get arrested. 

The police had a yellow schoolbus there, everything was ready, and a beau

tiful, thick, silent and silencing snow began to fall. It was one of the first 

demonstrations I'd been a part ofthat wasn't a mass demonstration, and my 

heart, in spite ofme, almost burst with exaltation at the spare and indicative 

Americanness ofthe scene, like readingThoreau but also like a movie, at the 

pageantlike and intimately scaled democratic space of the town commons, 

at the patience of the highly choreographed police, at what seemed the 

thrilling symbolic leverage, within a tightly articulated legal discourse and 

history, of the protesters' most austere speech acts - silence, immobility, 

refusal- and at, I suppose, the secularized religiosity ofmy own function of 

"witnessing" this scene, another silent but apparently dense performative 

that made standing still with my mouth shut feel like embodying the whole 

Bill of Rights. It was the snow, profuse, gratuitous, equalizing, theatrically 

transformative, that seemed most to guarantee the totality and symbolic 

evenness of this pure, Signifying space. It was also, however, the contin

gency of the snow that, in the slow unfolding of the afternoon, projected 

heart-stoppingly onto the largest screen the ambiguities about the "sym

bolic" standing of the protestors' refusals. Would the traffic stop for these 

anomalous figures in the road? Could it? Did they always know whether it 

could? Were nerves fraying? As protestors got read their rights, handcuffed, 

bundled off into the icing schoolbus, questions of standing devolved into 

dangerous questions offooting: it doesn't take much state force, in the twist 

of a policeman's wrist, in the simple not-thereness or symmetrical refusal 

of a policeman's arm, to send a handcuffed person crashing to the slippery 

ground. And it seemed puzzlingly as if the concrete and very contingent 

dangers of the scene, interfering on the pure symbolic register of civil dis

obedience, at the same time somehow were of its essence and indeed actu

ally constituted its symbolic and performative power. 

That was New England, though, and this was North Carolina, a New 

South whose stringy and desultory spaces seemed already designed to pro

vide a checkerboard of tedium and violence. Also that was a labor dispute, 

whose issues were always within referring distance ofthe great white scour

ing abstraction Money; this was a fight about blackness, queerness, and (im

plicitly) AIDS: properties ofbodies, some of them our bodies, ofbodies that 

it seemed important to say most people are very willing, and some people 

murderously eager, to see not exist. I got there late, hugged and kissed the 

friends and students I hadn't seen in a few weeks, and Brian gave me his 

sign to carry. I can't remember-I hardly noticed-what was on it, even 
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though when I was a kid I remember that most ofthe symbolic power ofthe 

picket lines I saw used to seem to inhere in the voluntary self-violation, the 

then almost inconceivable willed assumption ofstigma, that seemed to me 

to be involved in anyone's consenting to go public as a written-upon body, 

an ambulatory placard-a figure I, as a child, could associate only with the 

disciplining of children. I wonder now how I related that voluntary stigma 

to the nondiscretionary stigma of skin color-that 'is, of skin color other 

than white - considering how fully, when I was growing up in the 1950S and 

early 1960s, "protest" itself implied black civil rights protest. It was at some 

distance from that childhood terror ofthe written-upon body, though not at 

an infinite distance, that, already wearing the black "Silence-eDeath" T-shirt 

chosen because I thought it would read more graphically from a distance 

than my white ACT up-Triangle T-shirt, I gratefully took Brian's placard and 

commenced wagging it around with energy and satisfaction, as if to ani

mate it with the animation of my own body and make it speak: to the TV 

cameras, to people in the cars that were passing, to the little line of dem

onstrators across the road. The heat, the highway, the outdoors seemed to 

blot up voices and gestures and the chants that we hurled out ofour lungs, 

trying exhaustingly to create a seamless curtain ofrage and demand: "We're 

here, we're queer, and we won't pledge this year"; or better, "Snap! Snap! 

Snap! What is this racist crap?" There was also a lot of ACT up's favorite 

funny chant, which makes me very nervous, a call-and-response borrowed 

from a heckler at an earlier demonstration of ours: one side rousingly yells 

"Freedom of speech!" and the other side responds "Shut up!" - "Freedom 

of speech!" "Shut up!" 

The space of the demonstration was riddled, not only with acoustical 

sinkholes, but with vast unbridgeable gaps ofmeaning. It was in these gaps, 

or from out of them, that the force of any public protest might materialize, 

but into which, as well, it constantly risked dissolving. I think ofthe way our 

space was created and de-created, continually, by the raking attentions and 

sullen withdrawals of, on the one hand, the state troopers - the pathetically 

young and overdressed white state troopers, who at the same time looked 

totally out of it in their sweltering uniforms and yet effortlessly, through 

the same uniforms and because they had guns and radios, commanded all 

the physical presence and symbolic density that we were struggling to ac
crue, who made a space of their own ostentatiously apart from the dem

onstrators, ostentatiously "neutral," untouchable by the force of anything 
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we could shout; but who had also the function of radiating jags of menace 

in our direction, shards of volatile possibility that boomeranged around in 

the ether of our expression-and on the other hand, from another direc

tion, the TV cameras, actually a complex of trucks, tripods, portable and 

stationary machines, and white people to occupy both ends of them: cam

era people, insolent with implicit dare and promise, to take them for walks 

along the line of our faces and bodies, and pretty girl and boy reporters to 

make a foreground to which our angry bodies could serve as background, 

generating the depth offield, the assurance ofperspective and ten-foot-pole 

distance, for which television news serves as guardian and guarantee. 

The uses we had for this news apparatus, as opposed to the uses it had 

for us, I condensed in my mind under the double formulation "shaming 

and smuggling." With the force of our words-referentially, that is-our 

object was to discredit the pretense at representing the public maintained 

by our local "public" broadcasting station, to shame them into compliance 

or negotiation on the issue of airing this film. With the force of our bodies, 

however, and in that sense performatively, our object was not merely to de

mand representation, representation elsewhere, but ourselves to give, to be 
representation: somehow to smuggle onto the prohibitive airwaves some 

version of the apparently unrepresentably dangerous and endangered con

junction, queer and black. 
Our need to be exemplary bodies sprang from the history of radical de

nial of exemplary function to black gay bodies at the intersection of two 

kinds of community that seem so often to carve each other out ofpercep

tual existence: a tacitly racist white gay community for whom ablack queer 

body, however eroticized, might stand as a representation of blackness but 

could never seem to embody queerness itself, and a more or less openly 

homophobic African American community by whom the queerness of any 

black figure must be denied, suppressed, or overridden for that figure to be 

allowed to function as an embodiment of black identity or struggle. 

The ambitions ofour group ofdemonstrators-shaming, smuggling

were distinct, but for either ambition to be effective, they had to be pre

sented as one. The assertion that black queer absence gave the lie to the 

claims ofa representative use of the airwaves could take its point only from 

the patent availability, indeed the assertive presence of such bodies. The 

protest function also, however, offered pretext and legitimacy to the pres

ence ofsuch bodies: it seems likely that our protest was the first occasion on 
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which local TV in central North Carolina was constrained to offer images 

ofpeople explicitly self-classified under the rubrics of black queer identity. 

Shaming, smuggling: the two ambitions gesture at, and in a sense can 

stand for, a tradition ofphilosophical/linguistic play between constative and 

performative utterance. Shaming, in this instance constatively: "The inclu

sive representation you, North Carolina Public Television, have claimed 

to offer of this society demonstrably excludes a constituent part of it" 

a verifiable, referential assertion about something away over there. Smug

gling, performatively: "Present! Ecce homo" -a self-validating, hence self

referential form of meaning guaranteed by its relation to embodiment. 

And yet I can't claim for the twinned ambitions behind this demonstra

tion the supposedly clean distinctions between constative and performative, 

or between reference and embodiment. Pew words, after all, could be more 

performative in the Austinian sense than "shame": "Shame on you," "For 

shame," or just "Shame!", the locutions that give sense to the word, do not 

describe or refer to shame but themselves confer it. At the same time, our 

"smuggling" activity ofembodiment, however self-referential, could boast 

ofno autonomy from the oblique circuits ofrepresentation. At leastbecause 

a majority ofour smuggling-intent bodies were not themselves black, many 

of us who had so much need to make a new space for black queer repre

sentation were haplessly embroiled in the processes of reference: reference 

to other bodies standing beside our own, to the words on our placards, to 

what we could only hope would be the sufficiently substantial sense - if, 

indeed, even we understood it rightly - of our own intent. 

After a while I could tell I was feeling tired and dizzy; sensibly, I sat down. 

There was something so absorbing and so radically heterogeneous about 

this space of protest that when, next thing I knew, the urgent sound of my 

name and a slowly dawning sense ofdisorientation suggested that I seemed 

very oddly to be stretched out in the dirt-coming to-surfacing violently 

from the deep pit of another world - with a state trooper taking my pulse 

and an ambulance already on the way- the gaping, unbridgeable hole left 

in my own consciousness felt like a mise-en-abime image ofthe whole after

noon; not least because the image, a compelling one on which both TV cam

eras were converging, hindered by protestors who struggled to block their 

sightlines ("Now that's censorship," the TV people rumbled, with some jus

tice) - that image, ofa mountainous figure, supine, black-clad, paper-white, 

weirdly bald (my nice African hat had pitched to a distance), Silence = Death 
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emblazoned, motionless, apparently female, uncannily gravid with mean

ing (but with what possible meaning? what usable meaning?) was available 

to everybody there except herself. 

Aspeople arrive, no music, only silence.
 

I like such awkward silences, though many resist them,
 

especially in my classes. But a lot goes on during them.
 

-MICHAEL LYNCH, instructions for his
 

memorial service, February 1990
 

1:6"" The meaning with which that body was so dense, too dense, was in

deed not a usable one (call me the face on the cutting-room floor) in relation 

to the complexly choreographed performative agendas and effects of that 

demonstration. Yet I like to brood over the reconstruction of that moment 

when I fainted partly because, through my absentation, it seems to place 

me, however briefly, at the center ofthe work ofprotest-as though I were 

Alice Walker's luminous vacuum of a heroine Meridian, say, whose narco

leptic presence/ absence seems the perfect condensation of her contagious 

unconsciousness of fear, her uncanny talent for crystallizing loss and rage 

as socially embodied defiance and movement. 

I wish I had those meridianal traits, but can only wish it; if that sprawl

ing body offered testimony, it was less to a triumphal purposefulness than 

to a certain magnetic queerness (by magnetic I mean productive of devi

ance) in the process called demonstration. What felt to me like an almost 

telescopic condensation of the protest event embodied, as the most radical 

condensations will, less the power of condensation than of the displace

ments ofmeaning that interline it. (Displacements: the white skin ofsome

one to whom black queer invisibility had come to feel-partly through 

representational work like Tongues Untied, partly in the brutalities of every 

day's paper, partly through transferentially charged interactions with stu

dents-like an aching gap in the real; the legible bodily stigmata not ofAIDS 

but of a "female" cancer whose lessons for living powerfully with I found 

myself, at that time, learning largely from men with AIDS; the defarniliar

ization and indeed the gaps of de-recognition toward my "own" "female" 

"white" body, experienced under the pressure ofamputation andprosthesis, 

ofdrugs, ofthe gender-imploding experience offemale baldness; the way in 
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which, whatever one's privilege, a person living with a grave disease in this 

particular culture is inducted ever more consciously, ever more needily, yet 

with ever more profound and transformative revulsion into the manglingly 

differential world of health care under American capitalism.) It was with 

joy, with chagrin, with intense discomfort that I was coming to feel such dis

placements more and more in the condensing and complexly representative 

space ofthe classroom as well-a classroom space regularly reconstituted 

by threat and mourning and by the bareness of the cognitive and performa

tive resistances we were able to mount to them. Finding myself as teacher, 

as exemplar, as persuader, as reader to be less and less at the center of my 

own classroom, I was also finding that the voice ofa certain abyssal displace

ment - and mine was certainly not the only such displacement going on in 

these classrooms - could provide effects that might sometimes wrench the 

boundaries of discourse around in productive if not always obvious ways. 

Chapter 1 

SHAME, THEATRICALITY, AND 

QUEER PERFORMATIVITY: HENRY JAMES'S 

The Art of the Novel 

~~.q~ 

In the couple ofweeks after the World Trade Center was destroyed in Sep

tember 2001, I had a daily repetition ofan odd experience, one that was prob

ably shared by many walkers in the same midsouthern latitudes of Manhat

tan. Turning from a street onto Fifth Avenue, even if I was heading north, I 

would feel compelled first to look south in the direction ofthe World Trade 

Center, now gone. This inexplicably furtive glance was associated with a 

conscious wish: that my southward vista would again be blocked by the 

familiar sight of the pre-September II twin towers, somehow come back 

to loom over us in all their complacent ugliness. But, of course, the towers 

were always still gone. Turning away, shame was what I would feel. 

Why shame? I think this was, in effect, one of those situations in which, 
Ias Silvan Tomkins puts it, "one is suddenly looked at by one who is strange, 

or ... one wishes to look at or commune with another person but suddenly 

cannot because he is strange, or one expected him to be familiar but he sud

denly appears unfamiliar, or one started to smile but found one was smiling 

at a stranger" (Shame 135). Not that an urban vista is quite the same as a 

loved face, but it isn't quite different, either: the despoiled view was a sud

denly toothless face, say, or suddenly preoccupied, or suddenly dead-to 

say nothing, even, of the historical implications surrounding that particular 

change of landscape. 
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